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ABSTRACT 
Dntn of radiation-induced dicentric? in rabbiK* lymphocytes were obtained for culture? of mixed 
bloods of the irradiated and unirradiated at \olumc ratios of 1:0. 9:1. 7:3. 1:1 and 3:7. The 
characteristics of the intercellular distribution of dicentrics "were examined and estimates of the 
irradiated fraction and the dose in it were given using the approaches of Dolphin and Li respectively, 
the influence of the selective loss of the irradiated cells being considered. Almost identical estimates 
were given by these two methods. Good agreement was found between the true values and the 
estimates by these two methods^ 'C u"-5 t ; * > -

INTRODUCTION 
Even at the early stage of the development of radiation cytogenetics, the intercellular distribution 
of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations has provoked a lot of interest Poisson statistics was 
found to underlie the the distribution of radiation-induced dicentrics in human peripheral 
lymphocytes in the cases of acute and uniform low-LET exposures'11 Deviation from Poisson 
distribution is expected to result if the distribution of dose is markedly inhomogencous. or if the 
irradiation is of only a portion of the body.While this complicates the interpretation of lymphocyte 
aberration result, it may be of great use for accidental dosimetry. In the first place, examination of 
dicentric distribution can indicate whether or not a non-uniform exposure occurs in cases of low-LET 
acute exposures. Secondly, approaches based on statistics of the dicentric distribution could be 
devised to give a more relevant indication of non- uniform exposures. Several methods have 
been suggested and well-developed since 1960's'2"*1. Also.experimcntal tests have been made 
directing at appraising the value of these methods as applied to in vitro simulated partial-body 
exposures17"'. 
Experimental stud}- using animals is an important way in the development of cytogenetic 
dosimetry. Rabbits have frequently been employed in this regard, the main reason for which is that 
they have similar chromosome karyotypc(2n= 44) to men, and the resulted information has contributed 
a lot to the development of this. fieJdL But so far the distribution charateristics of radiation-induced 
dicentrics in rabbits' lymphocytes have only been preliminarily studied. Firstly, though some literature 
has demonstrated roughly that the dicentric distribution follows a Poisson statistics after uniform 
exposure"0""1, these findings need further confirmation by more studies.Secondly, researches about the 
properties of the intercellular dicentric distribution after in vitro simulated partial-body exposures, just 
like what have been made upon men'79', warrant a study in its own right to complement rabbits as 
experimental animals used for in vivo studies of chromosomal dosimetry after partial- body 
exposures. The present work was intended particularly in rcpect of the latter and moreover to 
giving some insights into the mentioned methods based on dicentric distribution. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Healthy male rabbits of white New Zealand strains were chosen in this study, which were at ages of 
2-3 months and with body weights about 2. 5kg. Blood samples were obtained from heart and then 
heparinized. Portions of the bloods were irradiated at 38°C and at 5Gy in a teletherapy ^Co source, 
with an source-object distance of 137cm, where the dose rate was 0.38Gy/min. The bloods were 
maintained at 38°C for 2h to allow any chromosome repair that might take place. Then the irradiated 
bloods were mixed with the unirradiated, which were also maintaintcd at 38°C, at the volume ratios 
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•of a \ll V 3_ 7 3. 3:3 amd 3; 77. Canturcs lofolic Hoods v\crc initiated in .n RPMI .1640 medium -with 
20% fetal calf scrum and appropriate concentration of PHAl extracted from England Jack beans) as 
mitogen. The incubation temperature was kept at JSX?. Colcemid was added at 39fc post-irritiarion w> 
give a final concentration of 0.2mg/ml. Another 3h was followed before growth termination. The 
cultures were then fixed and air- dried slides were irede and stained by the conventional Giemsa 
tcchniques.Thesc slides were coded and randomisized and the dicentric and other multicentric 
aberrations TV ere scorcd. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
\he atKvratvow. tola were shown in Table 1. In columns 5 and 7 ilm iuieiccUular distributions for 
dicentncs and their ratios of variance to mean were presented. For a Poisson distribution, this ratio 
equals to one. Deviation from Poisson distribution can be indicated qualitively by the -value of this 
index. Moreover, a test statistic was invented to make a quantitative explanations to the 
distribution property'121. These value were given in column 6. Except for the case of pure culture, all 
(be et&ar a values exceeded 1. 96< the thieshhold to discriminate Poisson distrubution at 95% 
confident level). the magnititudc increasing with the unirradiated fraction in the mixed cultures. As 
expected, the dicentric distribution among cells followed Poisson statistics in the pure irradiated 
culture and deviated therefrom in the mixed cultures. Therefore it proved that distortions of 
dicentric distribution can indicate that a non-uniform exposure occurs. 

Tabic 1. Intercellular distribution of dicentrics induced in lymphocytes after .the in 
vitro simulated partial-body cxpourcs 

Fraction Cells Dicentrics Observed Dicentric distribution u cr2/y 
irradiated scored or 

Expected 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

100 

90 

70 

50 

30 

105 

222 

435 

450 

900 

64 

72 

49 

33 

44 

O 
E 
O 
E 
O 
E 
O 
E 
O 
E 

59 31 12 3 
59 31.7 11.1 2.6 0.5 

173 31 14 3 1 
173 31.5 13.0 3.6 0.7 
404 19 7 4 1 
404 18.1 9.1) 3.0 0.8 
429 14 5 1 
429 II.5 C.I 2.0 0.5 
874 14 6 6 
874 13.7 8.9 3.1 0.9 

0.4 

5.2 

13.6 

1 20.2 

22.3 

If wc assume that in the mixed culture the irradiated cells retain its mean yield and Poisson 
distribution, and ignore the background aberrations in the unirradiated cells, the dicentric 
distribution of the mixed cells could be given in the following equations 

P(0)=1-f+fev (1) 
P(v)= f e-iy/v! v=0,1,2 r (2) 

v\ here y is the mean dicentric yield, P(v) is the probability of finding cells bearing v dicentrics in the 
mixed culture with ffraclion(seenat the stage ofmetaphase)ofthe irradiated cells. 
Statistical methods can be utilised to give the estimate of f and y. after which the expected distribution 
can be given by equations 1 and 2( They were also shown in Table 1). Firstly, beginning with the 
relative variancc(ratio of variance to mean). Li'4' suggested the following approach 

ac2A-c=l+(l-f)y (3) 

1.06±0.13 

1.48±0.09 

l.91±0.07 

2.32±0.06 

2.04±0.05 
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uhere « t-and \;_ arc respectively the variance and mean of the dicentric distribution in mixed 

cultures. Simultanous derivation of these two equations can arrive at the estimate of Tandy. 
Scncondly. as easily seen, cells bearing dicentrics all come from the irradiated fration with mean 
dicentric yield y. thus the probability of these cells appearing in this fration is 1-c*, The expected 
mean value of dicentrics seen among these cells, designated as Md can be given by the equation 

« here X^ dicentrics were observed in Nd cells bearing dicentrics. The Md value should be maintained 
in mixed cells.In foci, this index is superficially and essentially simflaT lo the Qjr index •which was 
invented b\ Sasaki and Miyatan!and applied to the dosimetry of atomic bomb survivors. Q^ value is 
defined as the following 

Qdr=ydr/(l-c-*,) = Xd/Nu (6) 
wbcrey(Jraiad!ytaBetfccise3BScf diastolics, ptoss nags, sod total unstable aberrations respectively. 
X^ is the number of dicentrics plus rings scored in Nu cells bearing unstable aberrations. Thus Q^. is 
the mean of dicentrics and rings among cells bearing unstable aberrations. Obviously, both the 
Odr|nl ar>n Md values arc independent of the unirradiated fractions. They arc valuable not only in 
dosimetry for partial- body exposure but also for dosimetry for past exposures where siginificant 
renewal of lymphocytes has occurred. 
Thirdly, by using equations 1 and 2. maximum likelihood estimates of y and f also give the equation 
51S*I. 
The dosc-responsc curve for radiation-induced dicentrics in rabbts' lymphocytes is'14' 

y=0.0187D+0.0285D2 (7) 
where D is the dose in Gy. Dose estimates can be solved through this equation. However the fraction 
estimates was compounded by another factor, i. e. the selective loss of the irrdiated cells 
resulting from radiation- induced interphase death and mitotic delay. The irradiated rabbits' 
lymphocytes have a lesser probability (p) compared with that of the unirradiated in entering 
mctaphasc and being seen. The probability was proved to follow the equation114' 

p = cD'241 (8) 
The fraction estimate given by equation 4 is that irradiated and sccn.Corrcction should be made by the 
equation 

F = (f7p)/(l-f+f7p) (9) 
To thr present step, trta? fraetMr* of tbe irradiated cells, and the dose in it can be derived. In lack of 
the aberration data and dose- response curve for total unstable aberrations. Qj,. method was not 

investigated in this study.Ncvcrthclcss, due to similarities between the above methods. the 
justification of its application can be foreseen in relation to the results derived from other 
methods. In the name of its proposers, the approaches using equations 3 and 5 arc termed method of 
Dolphin and Li respectively. Estimates from these two methods were given in Table 2.As can be 
seen , these two method yielded almost the same value for both the dose and the fraction estimates, 
except for the case of the mixed cultures with equal irradiated and unirradiated cells, which might 
owed to that a cell bearing 6 dicentrics was observed, i. e. a small probability event ocurrcd. 
Estimated values agree well with the true values.Both the averages of the dose estimates fell within 
10% of the true value. 
Also shown arc the dicentric yields and the equivalent whole-body dose estimates which were given 
in a conventional way by relating the yields to its dose-rcspone curve. As the selective loss of 
the irradiated cells occurred, the dicentric yield in mixed cultures was not proportionally correlated 
with the fraction of the irradiated cells. A marked decrease in the fraction irradiated and 
secn(columns 6 and 9) was found compared with the true fraction irrad!'atcd(CoIumn I). This is one 
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among the factors accounting for the -vagueness of the equivalent whole-body dose estimates in non-
w liTfona cxposnfcs. 

Tabk 2. Chromosome aberration analysts of the in vitro simulated partial-body expoures 

True 
fraction 
irradiated 

100 
90 
70 
50 
30 

METHOD OF DOLPHIN 

Dicentric 
vicld 
(%) 

61.0 
32.4 
11.2 
7.33 
4.88 

Dose Fraction 
estimates estimates 

(Gy) 

4.6±0.6 
5_1±0.5 
5.6±0.7 
5.6±0.8 
6.1±0.7 

Weighted average 5.3 

(%) 

97±3 
84±3 
57±6 
44±7 
36±6 

Estimated 
fractions 
irradiated 
andseen(% 

87±17 
39±7 
11±2 
7±2 
4±1 

Dose 

METHOD OF U 

Fraction 
t*.<ftiTnntr.g r<tfim-ntre 

(G>) 
) 

4.5 
5.0 
5.7 
6.7 
5.9 
5.2 

(%) 

99 
84 
57 
47 
35 

Estimated 
fractions 
irradiated 

and seen(%) 

91 
40 
11 
5 
4 

Estimates of 
equivalent 

whole-bodv 
dosc 
vGy) 

4.30 
3.06 
1.69 
1.31 
1.02 

As it is worth to be pointed out, thanks to many factors involved in in vivo partial-body exposures, the 
appropriateness of application of these methods should be investigated by in vivo studies. A study 
attempted in this respect has been undertaken in our group. Positive results has been achieved. We thus 
take an optimistic view to its use in accidental exposures, where partial-body and non-uniform 
exposures are the dominative cases. 
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